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define values in a temporary table?
I am trying to set values in the

output of a temporary table, I used
to do something like this: #set

@tab_1= (select * from mytable
where eid = 1); SELECT * INTO
#tab_1 FROM [db].dbo.mytable;

print #tab_1 But I am changing my
database to use temporal table
instead of cursor: CREATE

TABLE #tab_1 ( [eid] INTEGER,
[ename] VARCHAR(1000),

[salary] DECIMAL ); Now I can't
get the #tab_1 output, what I'm
trying to do is to generate the
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values and then print them. Is this
possible? A: EDIT: As @RedGate
pointed out, when you define the
table, you do not need a SELECT

INTO. Change to: CREATE
TABLE #tab_1 ( [eid] INTEGER,

[ename] VARCHAR(1000),
[salary] DECIMAL ); Now you
can do something like: INSERT
INTO #tab_1(eid, ename, salary)

SELECT TOP(1) eid, ename,
salary FROM mytable WHERE

eid = 1 And access it as you would
a normal table. EDIT (after the OP
comment): The issue was that the
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content of #tab_1 was empty when
I printed it, as the edd6d56e20
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